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K-39 section in Wilson County will close weekdays through early July

Wednesday, June 24, through Thursday, July 2, the Kansas Department of Transportation (KDOT) will close K-39 to traffic on weekdays from the U.S. 400 junction east to the U.S. 75 junction. The weekday closures will last from approximately 8:30 a.m. until 3:00 p.m., weather permitting.

KDOT maintenance crews plan to make asphalt repairs to the K-39 roadway.

Traffic should seek alternate routes. Local westbound traffic on K-39 will still be able to access the community of Benedict.

Persons with questions may contact Independence Area KDOT Superintendent Marcus Leck at (620) 331-3760 or Priscilla Petersen at 1-877-550-5368.
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